
Question Bank Vocab quiz 1


The 4 modes of television. Must be answered in 3 sentences. Who pays for the service, what 
the service consists of, and how it is received (what is used to send the data from the provider 
to the consumer)


1) Subscriber Television - standard fee for service programming. Customers pay for Television 
entertainment and information through a cable company. The signal is received through 
satellite transmission, underground cables or a combination of both. 


2) Educational Television - aims to inform the public about a topic and is normally nonprofit. 
Typically paid for by donors or federal grants


3) Closed Circuit Television - paid for and consumed by one individual. This can be anything 
from a DVD player pugged into your TV or a Surveillance system used for security. 


4) Industrial Television - sometimes called corporate television, used by one company or 
community to obtain specific information. Typically paid for by the company who wants to 
send the information to a specific group of employees of people. Can be send any number 
of ways but typically sent as disks, video files, or secure servers. 


Jobs in the production field…


5) Executive Producer - The person who supplies the funding necessary for the program.

6) Producer - The individual in charge of the actual production. Will buy supplies and 

necessary equipment for the production to happen. In a news setting they are the one who 
runs and organizes the newscast. 


7) Talent - the people on camera who perform or recite the show. In news this would be your 
anchors. 


8) Camera Op - the person in charge of operating the cameras for the show.

9) D.P. or Cinematographer - D.P. stands for the Director of Photography. Is in charge of the 

creative and aesthetic perfection of the videos taken. Often works with the director or 
producer to give the production a certain feel or aesthetic. Knows how and when all video 
equipment should be used. 


10) Audio Engineer - in charge of mixing and producing live audio and setting up audio 
equipment. 


11) Graphic Designer - creates and designed all titles and graphics used in the newscast or 
program. 


12) Grip - when camera movement is involved, someone must be responsible for coiling the 
camera cord and ensuring the camera op is safe. 


Stages of production… please give at least one example of a task completed in this stage. Use 
two sentences.


13)  Pre-Production - The planning and financing stage of the production. This can include 
anything from storyboarding, scriptwriting, shot selection, and budgeting.

14)  Production - the actual shooting of the story or event. This includes set design, audio and 
video recording, and directing. 

15)  Post-Production - Piecing the video into one coherent film and distributing it. This includes 
editing, color correction, and distribution. 


Camera work

16)  Framing - what entirety of what the camera captures and where the edges are. A well 
framed shot will include everything that is important to a scene and a poorly framed one will 
miss key areas of a person or object. 




17)  Focus - The focus is what objects are visible in the frame. Out of focus shots are blurry 
and distracting. 

18) B-roll - footage that includes shots of anything visual mentioned during the interview or that 
is related to the topic and any natural sound associated with the story. Can also be used to 
cover up camera movement and poor shots in post-production. 

19) Zoom - Adjusting the lens of a camera to seem closer or farther to a subject.

22) Dolly - to physically move the camera towards or away from a subject

20) Pan -  not a cooking utensil… to tilt the camera on its axis and look in a different direction.

21) Jib - a large rig to move a camera high into the air while maintaining control over it. 

22) Dutch angle - to purposefully tilt the camera slightly sideways. Used to create tension in a 
scene

23) High Angle - to place the camera higher than the subject and look down on it

24) Low angle - to place the camera lower than the subject and look up at it. 


Cable type… please describe what each cable does and is used for. Descriptions of the cable 
itself may be applicable. 


25)  BNC - stands for British naval connector. Has a single prong and is used for audio and 
video. It is the most common connector in the TV industry. They are distinctive for connecting 
with a simple quarter twist. 

26)  F-connector - the type of cable found around your house. Has one single prong. Carries 
both audio and video and typically connects with a screw on top. 

27)  Phone Connector - is used only for audio. Its also known as 1/4 inch cable because of its 
size. Most large stereo headphones have phone connectors

28)  XLR - used only for audio. Has 3 prongs and is the most common connector for 
microphones. Connects with a hook and releases with a button. 

29) mini connector - the same as a phone connector but half the size. Also referred to as an 
AUX cord. Something you don’t pass to country music fans. 

30) HDMI - the most common video and audio cord for home TV products. 


